Addendum 1
Consideration
To be considered for this project, vendors must provide a written strategy for migrating
existing PSS data to a new system to include formatting current data to required NIBRS
and state specifications for transmission to the state when the new systems comes
online.
RMS
The software must support entry of incidents, cases, arrests, supplements, accidents,
personnel administration, evidence, and user-defined forms.

The following questions have been submitted in regard to the PSS request for
qualifications. No modifications have been made from the vendor’s original
submission request.
1. Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this?
(like, from India or Canada)
a. Yes
2. Whether we need to come over there for meetings?
a. Yes, if required
3. Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA?
(like, from India or Canada)
a. No
4. Can we submit the proposals via email?
a. Proposals must be submitted as outline in the RFQ. Vendors must submit
1 paper copy of their proposal, as well as, a USB flash drive that contains
the proposal.
5. CAD (e): The software must allow end user customization. What kind of
customization are you looking for, and to what extent?
a. The ability to save user views and layouts. Also, any unused
windows/screens should be able to be hidden.
6. RMS (k): Ability to convert/import existing reports. Do you want to convert and
import written reports to a particular format, or convert and import data from
reports in order to create a report in new software?
a. Importance is placed on retaining the existing data in the current system,
without the use of a redundant system. Format isn’t important, as long as,

we are able to pull up historical data after the conversion. This historical
data can be displayed in the new software format.
7. Mobile (k): Ability to create custom input fields for specific data capture. What
data are you trying to capture? Are you wanting to create specific reports from
data?
a. Yes. This is in regard to collecting call statistics, subject statistics, and
demographics.
8. How many CAD workstations are required?
a. 5
9. How many Police Department desktops will have RMS installed?
a. 102 (This includes laptop instances)
10. How many mobile laptops will be deployed?
a. 56
11. How many dispatchers will require training?
a. 15
12. How many patrol officers will require training?
a. 112
13. How many investigators will require training?
a. 17
14. How many records clerks will require training?
a. 2
15. Does the County desire Mobile Field Reporting (MFR) to include incidents,
supplements, field contact, accident, arrest, and citation reporting modules?
a. Yes
16. Should Automatic Vehicle locator (AVL) be included in the proposed solution?
a. Include it as an option so we can better understand the function of AVL in
the software

